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Problem No. 11 “Fingerprints”
Fill a glass with a liquid and hold it in your hands. If you look from above at 
the inner walls of the glass, you will notice that the only thing visible through 
the walls is a very bright and clear image of patterns on your fingertips. Study 
and explain this phenomenon. 

[Olli Niemitalo 2009]
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No fingers: nothing visible… why?



  

Total internal reflection
[Walt K 2006]



  

Underwater (total internal) reflection
[grogley 2000]



  

Multiple total internal reflection



  

But little radiation still passes through…
 A weak, exponentially decaying wave exists 

behind the interface at the distances 
comparable to a single wavelength

 → Evanescent wave 

 Intensity vs distance from interface:

Your eyes are not a light source, and your fingers 
are not your eyes :-)

 The optical information is transmitted from, 
not into the “evanescent wave zone”

 → Fingers scatter light! :-) (what light?)
 How to correctly describe the system? 



  

What is the approximate gap between the skin and the glass for 
the raised epidermal ridges, and for the grooves between them?

[.chelsea 2009]



  

Reflection vs scattering

http://twistedphysics.typepad.com/cocktail_party_physics/optics/



  

Roughness of glass and fingers…

100…101 nm
s ≪ λ ?

100…102 μm
s ≫ λ ?

 Noteworthy aspects:
 rough glass looks turbid
 rough surfaces never work as mirrors
 rough surfaces scatter light

[Daydream Designs 2010] 



  

Contact area…
[Persson 2006]



  

Off-the-point remark
[Persson 2006]



  

Concepts to keep in mind…

 Fractals
 Fractal dimensions

[lukax 2009]

Google for Britain’s coastline, Benoît 
Mandelbrot, or fractals in nature :-)

[tomas meson 2010]



http://www.physics.montana.edu/ical/gallery/SE
M/Image%20of%20human%20skin.jpg 

http://www.tedpella.com/replicat_html/44870.pdf



  

[Wolax 2009]

[Pink Sherbet Photography 2009]

http://creativebits.org/files/images/dont_touch.png

Grease scatters light!



  

What touches glass? 

 Noteworthy to investigate:
 washing and well drying hands vs greasy and/or wet hands?
 does the liquid scatter light or rather works as immersion fluid?
 are fingerprints visible when fingers are removed? (whatever yes or no, what does it 

mean?)

if d ≪ λ → direct glass-
finger interface?
:-( seemingly, no

d

if d ≳ λ → air gap, 
optical interactions via 
frustrated total internal 
reflection?

if water/grease fills the gap 
between “raised ridges” and 
glass, is there a direct glass-
liquid interface?

d d



  

[Hiddenpower 2007]

No liquid: objects behind are visible

Liquid: objects behind are invisible

Would we see a laser pointing “into the camera”? (bright, directed light source?)

Would we see a dry napkin, a metal foil sheet, or even very dry fingers?
(what does it mean?)



  

Technical applications

[Han 2005]



  

 2. Light guide (3rd YPT, Correspondence Competition, 1981)
 The properties of light guides are well illustrated by a 

glass or a plexiglas rod, bent e.g. as shown in the picture. 
Study the properties of a similar, or a more interesting, 
light guide made in the school laboratory. Construct a 
device illustrating or using the properties of a light guide.

 15. Optical tunneling (18th IYPT, 2005)
 Take two glass prisms separated by a small gap. 

Investigate under what conditions light incident at angles 
greater than the critical angle is not totally internally 
reflected.

 8. Liquid light guide (23rd IYPT, 2010)
 A transparent vessel is filled with a liquid (e.g. water). A jet 

flows out of the vessel. A light source is placed so that a 
horizontal beam enters the liquid jet (see picture). Under 
what conditions does the jet operate like a light guide?

IYPT history



  May 20, 2005

Miša Valkovský

Wax prisms as model 
system to investigate 
TIR with radio waves as 
a function of gap size, 
wavelength…

Radio wave source,
λ = 3 cm



  

http://www.mpip-mainz.mpg.de/~plum/

Model system to look at 
light scattering from 
behind of the glass

 Particles just near the surface would 
scatter light in all directions, making 
“evanescent wave region” visible

 Smoke? Slightly turbid liquid?

More visualization

But where to put the light source?



  

Hints and open questions

 What is the role of liquid in the effect? How does the image depend on its 
refractive index?

 How to quantitatively characterize the dependence of visible pattern on 
the amount of liquid involved?

 On what does the scattered light intensity (“brightness of fingerprints”) 
depend?
 applied force → “effective contact area”?
 observation angle and position of light sources?
 amount of grease/water on fingertips?
 …



  

Key questions
 In the simplest case, if there are no fingers touching the glass, why there is nothing visible through the 

walls?
 Above all, what is the physical reason of the effect? 
 What is the approximate gap between the skin and the glass for the raised epidermal ridges, and for the 

grooves between them? How to best approach the question, as the finger surface is fractal-like and gap 
varies considerably from point to point? 

 What is the approximate length scale for roughness of the glass surface and of the finger skin? Is it 
physically correct to speak of such length scales? What other approaches would be more useful?

 How does the effect depend on skin properties, and is the finger grease relevant?
 How does the apparent contact area depend on length scale?
 What are the dependences of the reflective indexes in the system the angle of incidence? Are the 

Fresnel’s relations relevant?
 Does the effect depend on wavelengths of incident or scattered light, refractive indexes of media in 

question, surface properties?
 Is it possible to establish a model experimental system to measure the radiation density at controlled 

distances from the interface? What range of wavelength would be optimum for such a system?
 Many approaches and concepts may emerge at discussions (momentum of photons, Pointing vector, 

tunneling, evanescent wave, potential barrier, probability distribution.) Can you discuss their relevance 
and re-formulate your explanation with a different basic concept?

 Is there a noteworthy time lag for the wave to pass through the gap?
 How to best record the visible fingerprint image for further analysis, and what information can be 

retrieved from such images?



  

Background reading (for courageous)
 Wikipedia: Total internal reflection, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Total_internal_reflection
 Wikipedia: Evanescent wave, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Evanescent_wave 
 Wikipedia: Quantum tunneling, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quantum_tunneling
 B. N. J. Persson, S. Gorb. The effect of surface roughness on the adhesion of elastic plates with 

application to biological systems. J. Chem. Phys. 119, 21, 11437-11444 (2003), http://juwel.fz-
juelich.de:8080/dspace/bitstream/2128/1367/1/38088.pdf

 B. N. J. Persson. Contact mechanics for randomly rough surfaces. Surface Sci. Rep. 61, 201-227 (2006), 
http://www.multiscaleconsulting.com/resources/Contact+mechanics+for+randomly+rough+surface.pdf

 Evanescent Waves (Carnegie Mellon University), http://www.andrew.cmu.edu/user/dcprieve/Evanescent
%20waves.htm

 E. E. Hall. The penetration of totally refected light into the rarer medium. Phys. Rev. 15,73-106 (1902)
 D. D. Coon. Counting photons in the optical barrier penetration experiment. Am. J. Phys. 34, 240-243 

(1965)
 J. C. Castro. Optical barrier penetration: A simple experimental arrangement. Am. J. Phys. 43, 107-108 

(1974)
 A. I. Mahan and C. V. Bitterli. Total internal reflection: A deeper look. Opt. Soc. Am. 17, 509-519 (1978)
 S. Zhu, A. W. Yu, D. Hawley, and R. Roy. Frustrated total internal reflection: A demonstration and review. 

Am. J. Phys. 54, 7, 601-607 (1986), 
http://www.physics.princeton.edu/~mcdonald/examples/optics/zhu_ajp_54_601_86.pdf

 Seigo Igaki, Shin Eguchi, Fumio Yamagishi, Hiroyuki Ikeda, and Takefumi Inagaki. Real-time fingerprint 
sensor using a hologram. Appl. Optics 31, 11, 1794-1802 (1992), http://www.xphotonics.com/tech/Finger
%20Print/Real-time%20fingerprint%20sensor%20using%20a%20hologram.pdf



  

Background reading (for courageous)
 Jefferson Y. Han. Low-cost multi-touch sensing through frustrated total internal reflection. Proc. UIST 

(Seattle, Oct. 23-27, 2005), pp. 115-118, http://portal.acm.org/citation.cfm?id=1095054
 Salvatore Esposito. Universal photonic tunneling time. Phys. Rev. E 64, 026609 (2001), 

arXiv:physics/0102020v2 [physics.optics]
 A. Haibel and  G. Nimtz. Universal tunnelling time in photonic barriers. Ann. Phys. (Leipzig), 10, 8, 707-

712 (2001), arXiv:physics/0009044v1 [physics.gen-ph] 
 Yizhuang You, Xiaohan Wang, Sihui Wang,Yonghua Pan, and Jin Zhou. A new method to demonstrate 

frustrated total internal refection. Am. J. Phys. 76, 3, 224-228 (2008), 
http://physlab.lums.edu.pk/images/6/6c/Frustrated_tir2.pdf

 G. Joos, I. M. Freeman. Theoretical Physics (Dover, New York, 1950)
 http://books.google.com/books?id=duUJEp4WbQ8C&pg
 Д. В. Сивухин. Курс общей физики. — М.: Наука, 1988. — т. 4, 5
 Луи де Бройль. Революция в физике. — М.: Госатомиздат, 1963
 Bruce W. Smith, Yongfa Fan, Jianming Zhou, Neal Lafferty, Andrew Estroff. Evanescent wave imaging in 

optical lithography. In: Optical Microlithography XIX, Proc. SPIE 6154, pp. 100-108 (2006),  
http://www.rit.edu/kgcoe/microsystems/lithography/research/imagetheory/SPIE_6154-10_smith-1.pdf

 Ignacy Gryczynski, Zygmunt Gryczynski, and Joseph R. Lakowicz. Two-photon excitation by the 
evanescent wave from total internal reflection. Anal. Biochem. 247, 69–76 (1997), 
http://cfs.umbi.umd.edu/cfs/reprints/Two-Photon%20Excitation%20by%20the%20Evanescent
%20Wave.pdf

 A. A. Stahlhofen and G. Nimtz. Evanescent modes are virtual photons. Europhys. Lett. 76, 2, 189 (2006)



  

Problem No. 15 “Slow descent”
Design and make a device, using one sheet of A4 80 g/m2 paper that will 
take the longest possible time to fall to the ground through a vertical 
distance of 2.5 m. A small amount of glue may be used. Investigate the 
influence of the relevant parameters. 

27. októbra 2010, 9:00



  

(Very) basic ideas

Vacuum, no air drag → a≠f(mass, shape) Air drag → a≠f(mass), a=f(shape)

http://www.physicsclassroom.com/class/newtlaws/u2l3e.cfm 



  

What is drag?

http://craig.backfire.ca/pages/autos/drag 

 Aerodynamic resistance force, not related 
(directly) to viscosity

 In the simplest case, implies that the 
motion is just translational and stationary

 The mass of the air that hits the object per time dt:

Flow considered as elastic particles colliding the 
object → maximum transferred momentum is:

 Energy losses may be considered as a factor C: 

   



  

 ρfluid is the mass density of the fluid
 vfluid is the velocity of the object 

relative to the fluid
 A is the reference area
 Cd is the drag coefficient 

(dimensionless constant)



  

Reynolds number

 Reynolds number characterize the ratio between inertial and viscous 
forces for a fluid flow,

 Related to the probability of laminar-turbulent transition

η
ρ dv fluidfluid=Re

 ρfluid is the mass density of the fluid
 vfluid is the velocity of the object 

relative to the fluid
 d is the characteristic length
 η is the dynamic viscosity [Ns/m2]

http://www.eng.miami.edu/acfdlab/CFD.htmlhttp://www.stkate.edu/physics/Flight/

Re ≪ 103 Re ≫ 103

Laminar flow Turbulent flow



  

What is viscosity?

A
F=τ

x
vg =

Shear stress [Pa]: Shear rate [s-1]:

g
τη =

Viscosity (at definite moment) [Pa*s]: 

Nice to be well familiar with, but is viscosity of much relevance for the task?



  

Free fall: terminal velocity
 Simplest approximation: force is proportional to the 

instant speed (but is it always the case?):

Gravity

Drag
Buoyancy

 Equation of motion:

 The drag grows as the speed grows; the body deccelerates:

 What is the time dependence for speed in the 
transitory regime?

 Separation of variables and integration leads to: 

,



  

Possible ideas for a device…

Paper parachute

Paper maple seed

Paper propeller

Unmodified paper sheet

Paper airglider

Hey, the problem is in physics 
and not in checking all possible 
engineering concepts!



  

Maximizing the descent time…

Form drag…?

Aerodynamic shape…?

 We are looking for a global 
extremum of a function with 
multiple variables

 Some are rather fixed, some are 
not

 Amount of material (fixed)
 Initial height (fixed)
 Air density and viscosity (fixed)
 Ambient airflows (wind), not 

induced by the devise itself (fixed 
as zero?)

 Surface properties (fixed or not?)
 Aerodynamic shape (not fixed)
 Surface area (not fixed)
 Linear dimensions, e.g. cross-

section (not fixed)

Skin drag…?

Surface area…?

De
sc

en
t t

im
e



  

Energy conservation approach…?

U = mgh
mv2/2 = 0
Iω2/2 = 0

U = 0
mv2/2 = mgh
Iω2/2 = 0

That means the 
minimum descent time!

U = 0
mv2/2 → 0   :-)

How to achieve it?



  

 Make the device transferring its initial potential 
energy into anything but kinetic energy of vertical 
descent?
 into kinetic energy of rotational motion? (rotating 

propeller?)
 into kinetic energy of horizontal motion? (glider?)
 into kinetic energy of airflow or into fluid friction? 

(specific shape to induce turbulence, higher air 
drag?)

 into vibrations, or elsewhere? (any ideas how?)
 

 Make the device experiencing higher air resistance?
 form drag → adjusting shape and size
 skin drag → adjusting surface area

 What about the stiffness of the entire construction?
 can internal motion and friction in a non-rigid body 

be helpful?

How to maximize the descent time…?



  

 Is the drag always proportional to translational speed? What about 
rotational speed, if the device rotates?

 Is the air density constant in all points around the falling body?
 How does the aerodynamic behavior depends on Reynolds’ number? Is 

the Reynolds number constant over time of flight?
 Is the air viscosity not at all relevant?
 How do the translational and angular speeds and accelerations for your 

device depend on time?
 Is there any regularity in the spatial orientation of the device during 

falling?
 What features of the device’s geometry make it fall as it falls?
 From the energy point of view, what is the initial potential energy (mgh) 

in comparison to translational or rotational kinetic energies during 
different stages of the flight?

To keep in mind…



  

Paper propeller…?

 See Martin’s slides from 2008

 See the reference kit from 2008



  

Tricky points: interpretation of the task
 Can we use only a fraction of the A4 sheet?

 A tiny paper particle will descend for the longest time, and a 
nanoscale paper particle will never descend due to Brownian motion. 
But are we violating the task?

 If no, can we make a highly porous device by grinding the entire A4 
sheet into dry fibers and stabilizing it with an aerosole of “a small 
amount of glue” (“dandelion”)
 Larger surface area means higher air drag. But are we violating the 

task?
 Can we focus efforts on a glider or a paper plane?

 The vertical speed (descent rate) will be quite small, but can we say 
this motion is “falling”?

 Certain devices may require a particular “lauch procedure” (to 
establish a good angle of attack, to gain an initial torque, or a spatial 
orientation)
 Do we violate the task by imposing any of such conditions?

 Finally, what about making a hot-air paper balloon with “a small 
amount of glue” as fuel?
 It may look like a forbidden trick, but if other teams do so, how to 

correctly oppose their approach?



  

 9. Passive motor (4th IYPT, 1991)
 An apple dropped from a balcony of a multi-storey building will 

slowly descend into the hands of your friend if a propeller cut out of 
rigid paper is attached to this apple with a match. Explain the 
principle of work for such a parachute and study the dependence of 
the drag force on the speed of falling and on the sizes of the 
propeller’s blades.

 1. Invent yourself (11th IYPT, 1998)
 Construct an aeroplane from a sheet of paper (A4, 80 g/m2). Make 

it fly as far and/or as long as possible. Explain why it was 
impossible to reach a greater distance or a longer time.

 5. Dropped paper (12th IYPT, 1999)
 If a rectangular piece of paper is dropped from a height of a couple 

of meters, it will rotate around its long axis whilst sliding down at a 
certain angle. How does this angle depend on various parameters?

 2. Winged seeds (21st IYPT, 2008)
 Investigate the motion of falling winged seeds such as those of the 

maple tree.

IYPT history



  

Key questions
 What physical parameters determine the angle of attack and the spatial 

orientation of the falling paper device?
 What kind of motion is preferential for the device to maximize the 

descent time? (stable rotational motion? gliding? translational motion?)
 What are the magnitudes of the Reynolds number for the flow around 

the device? Is the flow laminar or turbulent? Does the Reynolds number 
change with time?

 How to visualize the flow around the falling device?
 How fast would it descend and fast would in move along a horizontal 

axis?
 If your device shows a maximum descent time from the height of 2.5 m, 

would it be suitable for smaller or larger heights? What is the 
dependence of descent rate on time for your device?  



  

Background reading (for courageous)
 Wikipedia: Terminal velocity, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Terminal_velocity
 Wikipedia: Free fall, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Free_fall
 Wikipedia: Drag, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Drag_(physics)
 Wikipedia: Parasitic drag, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Parasitic_drag
 J.C. Maxwell, On a particular case of the descent of a heavy body in a resisting medium, Camb. and 

Dubl. Math. J., IX, 145–148 (1854)
 Yoshihiro Tanabe and Kunihiko Kaneko. Behavior of a falling paper. Phys. Rev. Lett. 73, 10, 1372-1375 

(1994), http://chaos.c.u-tokyo.ac.jp/papers/pr/tanabe94.pdf
 L. Mahadevan, H. Aref, and S. W. Jones. Comment on “Behavior of a Falling Paper”. Phys. Rev. Lett. 75, 

7, 1420–1420 (1995)
 Umberto Pesavento, Z. Jane Wang. Falling paper: Navier-Stokes solutions, model of fluid forces, and 

center of mass elevation. Phys. Rev. Lett. 93, 14 (2004), 
http://dragonfly.tam.cornell.edu/publications/2004_PRL_Pesavento_Wang.pdf

 A. Andersen, U. Pesavento, and Z. Jane Wang. Analysis of transitions between fluttering, tumbling and 
steady descent of falling cards, J. Fluid Mech. 541, 91–104 (2005),  
http://dragonfly.tam.cornell.edu/publications/S0022112005005847a.pdf

 Falling Paper (Cornell University), http://dragonfly.tam.cornell.edu/fallingpaper.html
 Ф.В. Шмитц. Аэродинамика малых скоростей. — М.: ДОСААФ, 1963
 Principles of flight. National museum of the USAF, 

www.nationalmuseum.af.mil/shared/media/document/AFD-060512-004.pdf
 Paper maple seed on Earth and in space (Toys in space II. NASA), 

http://www.nasa.gov/pdf/151731main_Toys.In.Space.II.pdf



  

Background reading (for courageous)
 Л. Прандтль — О. Титьенс. Гидро- и аэромеханика. — М., Л.: ГТТИ, 1933
 Г. Кирхгоф. Механика. Лекции по математической физике. — М.: Изд. АН СССР, 1962
 Л. Г. Лойцянский. Механика жидкости и газа. — М., Л.: ГИТТЛ, 1950
 Дж. Бэтчелор. Введение в динамику жидкости. — М.: Мир, 1973
 Principles of flight. National museum of the USAF, 

www.nationalmuseum.af.mil/shared/media/document/AFD-060512-004.pdf
 Paper maple seed on Earth and in space (Toys in space II. NASA), 

http://www.nasa.gov/pdf/151731main_Toys.In.Space.II.pdf
 Л. Прандтль — О. Титьенс. Гидро- и аэромеханика. — М., Л.: ГТТИ, 1933
 Г. Кирхгоф. Механика. Лекции по математической физике. — М.: Изд. АН СССР, 1962
 Л. Г. Лойцянский. Механика жидкости и газа. — М., Л.: ГИТТЛ, 1950
 Дж. Бэтчелор. Введение в динамику жидкости. — М.: Мир, 1973
 R. A. Norberg. Autorotation, self-stability, and structure of single-winged fruits and seeds (samaras) 

with comparative remarks on animal flight. Biol. Rev. 48, 561-596 (1973)
 A. Rosen and D. Seter. Vertical autorotation of a single-winged samara. J. Appl. Mech. 58, 4, 1064-1071 

(1991)
 J. Walker. The aerodynamics of the samara: winged seed of the maple, the ash and other trees:  The 

Amateur Scientist. Sci. Am. 245, 4, 226-236 (1981)
 H. J. Lugt. Autorotation. Ann. Rev. Fluid Mech. 15, 123-147 (1983)
 D. Seter and A. Rosen. Study of the vertical autorotation of a single-winged samara. Biol. Rev. 

Cambridge Phil. Soc. 67, 2, 175-197 (1992) 



  

Background reading (for courageous)
 L. Mahadevan. Tumbling of a falling card. Comptes rendus de l’Academie des Sciences. Series 

II. Mécanique, Physique, Chimie, Astronomie, 323, 11, 729-736 (1996)
 A. Belmonte, H. Eisenberg, and E. Moses. From flutter to tumble: inertial drag and Froude 

similarity in falling paper. Phys. Rev. Lett. 81, 2, 345-348 (1998)
 L. Mahadevan, W. S. Ryu, and A. D. T. Samuel. Tumbling cards. Phys. Fluids 11, 1, 1-3 (1999)
 D. Seter and A. Rosen. Dynamics of systems that include wings in autorotation. J. Dyn. Systems 

Meas. Control – Trans. ASME, 121, 2, 248-254 (1999)
 R. Mittal, V. Seshadri, and H. S. Udaykumar. Flutter, tumble and vortex induced autorotation. 

Theor. Comput. Fluid Dyn. 17, 165-170 (2004)
 D. Kolomenskiy and K. Schneider. Numerical simulations of falling leaves using a pseudo-

spectral method with volume penalization. Theor. Comput. Fluid Dyn., 24, 1-4, 169-173 (2010)
 D. Tam, J. W. M. Bush, M. Robitaille, and A. Kudrolli. Tumbling dynamics of passive flexible 

wings. Phys. Rev. Lett. 104, 184504 (2010)
 David L. Finn. Falling paper and flying business cards. SIAM News 40, 4 (May 2007), 

http://www.siam.org/pdf/news/1123.pdf 
 Terry Flower, Randi Quanbeck. A Celebration of Flight (College of St. Catherine), 

http://www.stkate.edu/physics/Flight/



  

Problem No. 4 “Breaking spaghetti”
Find the conditions under which dry spaghetti falling on a hard floor does 
not break. 

[conskeptical 2008]

28. októbra 2010, 9:45



  

Curved spaghetti are likely to break into multiple pieces →
2006 Ig Nobel Prize in Physics awarded to Sébastien Neukirch and Basile Audoly
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Spaghetti hits the floor…
 vertically…?
 horizontally…?
 inclined, under a certain angle…?

 For what time is the spaghetti subject to impact 
load, and how do the stresses depend on time, in 
different points?

Buckling is a displacement of a structure (subjected 
usually to compression) transverse to the load. Moments, 
deflections and stresses are not proportional to loads  

Bending deformation is usually proportional to the load

[c
hr

ist
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20
09

]

http://school.mech.uwa.edu.au/~dwright/DANotes/buckling/home.html



  

Fracture modes in spaghetti…

 Longitudinal compression causes buckling

Opening mode  Sliding mode  Tearing mode 

http://www.math.psu.edu/belmonte/sg9.gif



  
http://www.lmm.jussieu.fr/~neukirch/work-images/spaghetti/animation_10.gif



  

Fracture of bent spaghetti…

 Size distributions for 
spaghetti debris

 Curvature before fracture



  

Chances to break…?

 Harder floor or more fragile spaghetti?
 Different impact speed, angular velocity?
 Different impact angles?
 A single rod or bulk?
 How about posing a reverse problem: what information about the impact can be 

retrieved from the spaghetti debris?

Is it worth speaking of a probability of fracture, 
under given conditions? Is it possible to 
measure and/or theoretically predict it?

[rotkehlchen 2009]

[Little Black Pot 2007]



  

“Final optimization”

 What is the safest impact speed? (less seems better :-) )
 What is the safest impact angle? (why? what maximum stresses 

are expected for different impact angles?)
 What are the mechanical properties for a floor to be still 

considered “hard”?
 What is the minimum safe curvature for a spaghetti to withstand?
 Above all, if all conditions are fulfilled and all parameters are 

optimized, what is the probability of fracture?



  

Open questions
 If a spaghetti falls with a random spatial orientation, what is the probability of 

fracture? Is there a way to determine the probability experimentally?
 Unlike the well-studied phenomenon of spaghetti breaking under gradual, 

controlled bending, we have an instant impact stress. What is common and what is 
different in these two situations? What is the time lag between initial contact and 
final rupture? What are the time scales for deformation and fracture? 

 How to measure, control or predict the impact and fracture dynamics?
 How to best record the process (with high-speed camera?)
 What is the role of the friction between the spaghetti and the floor in case of non-

horizontal orientation at impact? Are surface roughnesses relevant? 
 How hard is a “hard” floor? What of its parameters can be controlled?
 How to measure the mechanical properties of the spaghetti you work with? How do 

these properties vary among different brands?
 At what degree the effect is reproducible, if the experiment is repeated under 

“identical” conditions?



  

Background reading (for courageous)
 B. Audoly and S. Neukirch. Fragmentation of brittle rods: why spaghetti do not break in half. 

Phys. Rev. Lett. 95, 095505 (2005), 
http://www.lmm.jussieu.fr/spaghetti/audoly_neukirch_fragmentation.pdf

 B. Audoly and S. Neukirch. Fragmentation of rods by cascading cracks: Why spaghetti does 
not break in half. Phys. Rev. Lett. 95, 095505 (2005)

 J. R. Gladden, N. Z. Handzy, A. Belmonte, and E. Villermaux. Dynamic buckling and 
fragmentation in brittle rods. Phys. Rev. Lett. 94, 035503 (2005), 
http://www.math.psu.edu/belmonte/PaperFile/PRL_pasta.pdf

 C. Sykes (ed.) No ordinary genius: the illustrated Richard Feynman (WW Norton & Co., New 
York, 1996), pp. 180-181

 G. V. Guinea, F. J. Rojo, and M. Elices. Brittle failure of dry spaghetti. Eng. Failure Analysis 11, 
705-714 (2004)

 P. Weiss. That’s the way the spaghetti crumbles. Science News 168, 20, 315-316 (2005) , 
http://www.sciencenews.org/view/feature/id/6760/title/Thats_the_Way_the_Spaghetti_Crumbl
es

 Brainiac Science Abuse - Spaghetti Breaking In Slow Motion (youtube, Sept. 20, 2008, from 
brainiacstore), http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ezm6bliJgPc

 Sébastien Neukirch. Dynamics and fragmentation of fragile bent rods (Institut Jean le Rond 
d'Alembert), http://www.lmm.jussieu.fr/~neukirch/spaghetti.html

 B. Audoly and S. Neukirch. How bent spaghetti break (Institut Jean le Rond d'Alembert), 
http://www.lmm.jussieu.fr/spaghetti/index.html



  

Background reading (for courageous)
 B. Audoly and S. Neukirch. How bent spaghetti break (Institut Jean le Rond d'Alembert), 

http://www.lmm.jussieu.fr/spaghetti/index.html
 An Introduction to the Fracture Mechanics of Spaghetti (BBC, January 2, 2009), 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/dna/h2g2/A44342651 
 R. W. D. Nickalls. The dynamics of linear spaghetti structures — how one thing just leads to 

another :-) (nickalls.org, June 14, 2006), http://www.nickalls.org/dick/papers/spaghetti/spaghetti.pdf
 O. J. Nickalls and R. W. D. Nickalls R.W.D. Linear spaghetti. New Scientist 145, 52 (February 18, 

1995)
 Josh Gladden, Nestor Handzy, Andrew Belmonte, and Emmanuel Villermaux. Dynamic buckling and 

breaking of thin rods (W. G. Pritchard Laboratories, Penn State University), 
http://www.math.psu.edu/belmonte/spaghetti.html

 Richard Feynman breaking spaghetti video, http://heelspurs.com/feynman.html
 Introduction on buckling (Mechanical and Chemical Engineering, the University of Western 

Australia), http://school.mech.uwa.edu.au/~dwright/DANotes/buckling/home.html
 C. D’Andrea and E. Gomez. The broken spaghetti noodle. Am. Math. Monthly (June-July 2006)
 M. O’Hare. Pasta puzzle. In: How to fossilise your hamster and other amazing experiments for the 

armchair scientist (Macmillan, UK, 2008), pp. 7–12
 R. A. Tenenbaum. Fundamentals of Applied Dynamics (Springer, 2004)
 Geoff. The Fracture Modes of Spaghetti (gmilburn.ca, July 14, 2008), 

http://www.gmilburn.ca/2008/07/14/the-fracture-modes-of-spaghetti/
 O. J. Nickalls and R. W. D. Nickalls. Pasta puzzle: Why does spaghetti break into three pieces? New 

Scientist 160, 101 (December 12, 1998)



  

Problem No. 10 “Faraday heaping”
When a container filled with small spheres (e.g. mustard seeds) is vibrated 
vertically with a frequency between 1 – 10 Hz, so called Faraday heaping 
occurs. Explore this phenomenon. 

http://www.tinkerhack.com/photos/highres/OrganizationsAndPlaces/Exploratorium/W
ithRobertAlenWolf/ShiftingVibratingSandPile.jpg
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Chladni figures →
Nice, but not exactly our problem :-)

[Daithí 2005]



  

Heaps and ripples appear on different length scales…
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Granules are not packed, and air seemingly plays a role in the effect…

[poptartqueen 2008]



  

The heaps grow, drift, and sometimes merge…

[Zcubed2008 2008]



  

Parameters of shaking determine the overall pattern…

[adamrossbarker 2007]



  

http://www.ph.biu.ac.il/~rapaport/anim_gif/vibgran_anim.gif
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[van Gerner et al. 2007]

[van Gerner et al. 2009]



  

Interactions in granular medium

kinetic → dilute part of the 
flow, grains randomly 
translate; viscous 
dissipation and stress

collisional → higher 
concentration, grains also 
collide shortly; collisional 
dissipation and stress

frictional → very high 
concentration (>50% 
volume fraction), grains 
endure long, sliding and 
rubbing contacts

http://www.granular-volcano-group.org/granular_theory.html



  

Earlier research…

Stokesian forces (drag, air pressure) → drive particles towards the center
Newtonian forces (from collisions and gravity) → drive particles outward

[van Gerner et al. 2007]



  

 4. Self-formation of a pile (9th IYPT, 1996)
 A horizontal rigid plate vibrates vertically at a frequency of the order of 100 Hz. A cone-

shaped pile of fine dispersed powder (e.g. Licopodium or talc) which is heaped up on the 
plate remains stable at small amplitudes of the vibration. If the amplitude is increased the 
cone decays. Further increase of the amplitude yields a distribution confined by a sharp 
border and at still higher amplitudes a pile appears again. Investigate and explain this 
phenomenon.

 16. Coloured sand (13th IYPT, 2000)
 Allow a mixture of differently coloured, granular materials to trickle into a transparent, 

narrow container. The materials build up in distinct bands. Investigate and explain this 
phenomenon.

 7. Oscillating box (16th IYPT, 2003)
 Take a box and divide it into a number of small cells with low walls. Distribute some small 

steel balls between the cells. When the box is made to oscillate vertically, the balls 
occasionally jump from one cell to another. Depending on the frequency and the amplitude 
of the oscillation, the distribution of the balls can become stable or unstable. Study this 
effect and use a model to explain it.

 15. Brazil Nut Effect (17th IYPT, 2004)
 When a granular mixture is shaken the larger particles may end up above the smaller ones. 

Investigate and explain this phenomenon. Under what conditions can the opposite 
distribution be obtained?

IYPT history



  

Engineering hints

 1 – 10 Hz may be tricky to achieve with a loudspeaker 
 No interest in Chladni figures? → vibration with a uniform 

amplitude
 Why not trying non-sinusoidal oscillations, never studied before 

systematically?

[Drużyna polska 2004]



  

How to visualize velocities and trajectories?
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More hints

 Tensor analysis :-/
 but maybe it is possible to simplify everything with a rough, but clear 

theoretical approach? :-)
 Numerical simulations can help a lot
 What about making experiments and developing a theory for a 2D case? (grains are 

limited by two parallel glass plates)
 Visualizing the motion and structure of heaps can be very helpful!

 playing with exposure time for still images?
 using colored grains?
 making clear, informative videos (slow-motion?) 

 How far the heaps are reproducible, if everything is repeated? When does the 
system “forgets” initial conditions? Why?

 How about reading more about relevant concepts from granular or soft matter 
physics, such as percolation, close packing, dynamic arrest?



  

Key questions
 Above all, what is the cause of the phenomenon? 
 Does the phenomenon appear with different granular materials (sand…)?
 What parameters of the granular particles determine the shape of heaps? (density? 

particle shape? average particle size?) Do particles need to be monodisperse?
 How relevant are the properties of air (density? viscosity?)
 What are the relevant parameters during the shaking

 amplitude, frequency, sine/non-sine oscillations?
 Is there a way to describe the 3D shape of heaps?
 How exactly does the wave pattern evolve in time?
 The heaps on initially almost plane layer. What is the maximum possible amplitude of 

the heaps? 
 How to model such a phenomenon experimentally? What are the basic requirements 

for the equipment?
 Above all, what is your conclusion on the effect?
 What new we can add to this profoundly researched problem?



  

Background reading (for courageous)
 M. Faraday. On a peculiar class of acoustical figures; and on certain forms assumed by groups of 

particles upon vibrating elastic surfaces. Phil. Trans. R. Soc. London 121, 299-340 (1831)
 C. Laroche, S. Douady, and S. Fauve. Convective flow of granular masses under vertical 

vibrations. J. Phys. (Paris) 50, 699-706 (1989)
 S. Douady, S. Fauve, and C. Laroche. Subharmonic instabilities and defects in a granular layer 

under vertical vibrations. Europhys. Lett. 8 (7), 621-627 (1989) 
 http://www.math.upatras.gr/~weele/weelerecentresearch_FaradayHeaping.htm
 Newton vs Stokes: Competing Forces in Granular Matter (University of Twente), 

http://pof.tnw.utwente.nl/3_research/3_g_newtonstokes.html
 H. J. van Gerner, M. van der Hoef, D. van der Meer, and K. van der Weele. Interplay of air and 

sand: Faraday heaping unravelled. Phys. Rev. E 76, 051305 (2007), 
http://doc.utwente.nl/58270/1/interplay_of_air_and_sand.pdf

 H. J. van Gerner, G. A. Caballero Robledo, D. van der Meer, K. van der Weele, and M. A. van der 
Hoef. Coarsening of Faraday heaps: Experiment, simulation, and theory. Phys. Rev. Lett. 103, 
028001 (2009), http://doc.utwente.nl/67345/1/coarsening.pdf

 R. L. Brown and J. C. Richards. Principles of powder mechanics (Pergamon Press, Oxford, 1970)
 Jysoo Lee. Heap formation in granular media. J. Phys. A 27, L257-L262 (1994), arXiv:cond-

mat/9301004v1
 Guoqing Miao, Kai Huang, Yi Yun, Peng Zhang, Weizhong Chen, Xinlong Wang, Rongjue Wei. 

Formation and transportation of sand-heap in an inclined and vertically vibrated container. Phys. 
Rev. E 74, 021304 (2006), arXiv:cond-mat/0511693v1 [cond-mat.soft]



  

Background reading (for courageous)
 Hisao Hayakawa, Daniel C. Hong. Two hydrodynamic models of granular convection. Phys. 

Rev. Lett. 75, 2328 (1995), arXiv:cond-mat/9703086v1 [cond-mat.mtrl-sci] 
 Francisco Melo, Paul Umbanhowar, Harry L. Swinney. Hexagons, kinks and disorder in 

oscillated granular layers. Phys. Rev. Lett. 75, 3838–3841 (1995), arXiv:patt-
sol/9507003v1

 S. Luding, E. Clément, J. Rajchenbach, and J. Duran. Simulations of pattern formation in 
vibrated granular media. Europhys. Lett. 36, 247 (1996), arXiv:cond-mat/9606201v2 

 A. Kudrolli. Size separation in vibrated granular matter. Rep. on Progr. Phys. 67, 3, 209-
247 (2004), arXiv:cond-mat/0402205v1 [cond-mat.soft] 

 Igor S. Aranson, Lev S. Tsimring. Patterns and collective behavior in granular media: 
Theoretical concepts. arXiv:cond-mat/0507419v1 [cond-mat.soft]

 Vibrating sand table (from wysz, May 30, 2009, youtube), http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=oDkQCfdRld8

 Zhang Hua, Wang Qi, and Miao GuoQing. Chinese Science Bulletin 53, 1, 12-16 (2008)
 D. C. Rapaport. Subharmonic surface waves in vibrated granular media. Physica A 249, 

232 (1998), http://www.ph.biu.ac.il/~rapaport/papers/98b-phsa.pdf



  



  

 Nobody needs an infinitely perfect report in an infinite time!

 If you cannot solve the entire problem, decide what is really 
necessary and solve a partial problem

 If you can solve the entire problem, nevertheless decide what 
partial case is sufficient, and your solution will be much better

 Be brave in what you do, but always reserve a great degree of 
scientific skepticism!

 Procrastination is definitely a risk :-)

To work towards results?



  

These problems have no solution?

 “But, my dear fellows,” said Feodor Simeonovich, having 
deciphered the handwriting. “This is Ben Beczalel's problem! Didn't 
Cagliostro prove that it had no solution?”

 “We know that it has no solution, too,” said Junta. “But we wish to 
learn how to solve it.”

 “How strangely you reason, Cristo…  How can you look for a 
solution, where it does not exist? It's some sort of nonsense.” 

 “Excuse me, Feodor, but it's you who are reasoning strangely. It's 
nonsense to look for a solution if it already exists. We are talking 
about how to deal with a problem that has no solution. This is a 
question of profound principle…”

Arkady Strugatsky and Boris Strugatsky

Quote from: Arkady Strugatsky and Boris Strugatsky. Monday Begins on Saturday. 
Translated from the Russian. (The Young Guard Publishing House, Moscow, 1966)



  

Habits and customs
 Originality and independence of your work is always considered as of a first priority
 There is no “correct answer” to any of IYPT problems
 Having a deep background knowledge about earlier work in a given field may certainly 

be a plus
 Taking ideas without citing will seemingly be a serious misconduct
 Critically distinguishing between personal contribution and common knowledge is likely 

to be appreciated 
 Reading more in a non-native language may be very helpful
 Local libraries and institutions can always help in getting access to paid articles in 

journals, books and databases
 Is IYPT all about reinventing the wheel, or innovating, creating, discovering, and being 

able to contrast own work with earlier knowledge and achievements of others?
 Is IYPT all about competing, or about developing professional personal standards?



  

Feynman: to be self-confident?

 “I’ve very often made mistakes 
in my physics by thinking the 
theory isn’t as good as it really 
is, thinking that there are lots of 
complications that are going to 
spoil it 

 ― an attitude that anything can 
happen, in spite of what you’re 
pretty sure should happen.”

R.P. Feynman. Surely You’re Joking, Mr. Feynman (Norton, New York, NY, 1985)



  

Turnaj mladých fyzikov 2011: 
poznámky k niekoľkým úlohám 

Il’ja Marčenko,
Université de Fribourg & Lunds universitet

ilyam.org     ilya.martchenko@unifr.ch

28. októbra 2010 
Úvodné sústredenie TMF, Slovenská akadémia vied, Bratislava
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